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Vehicles 
Here you enter
information that

Accessories 
(We are working 
Here you enter
specific make or model
tools, etc. 

Spare Parts 
Here you enter
When making the ad
name that is the exact name
an additional control of the article
 
The parts that do not belong here is parts that fit
as tires, light bulbs, 
 
Is it an unusual
and model, then you should
 
Ads with Spare parts
Accessories because then
find your part easier

Personal equipment
(We are working 
Here you enter
here. 

Main groups on

• Vehicles - Motorcycles and Mopeds
• Spare Parts - Original 
• Personal Equipment
• Accessories - Tires

 

Here you enter mopeds and motorcycles and you can easily fill in
information that has to do with the vehicle, nothing strange here

 
We are working on this group and it will be ready shortly)  

Here you enter all accessories and miscellaneous parts that do not fit
make or model, such as tires, light bulbs, chains, cargo 

Here you enter original spare parts or replacement parts for the 
When making the ad you can add the original part number and exact

is the exact name for this particular spare part. This is important
control of the article.  

The parts that do not belong here is parts that fit many brands or
, light bulbs, brake pads, chains, top boxes etc. 

an unusual part, e.g. a special tire or exhaust that only fits a specific brand
then you should obviously put this under Parts.  

Ads with Spare parts that fit many brands and models should be under
because then will also buyers who have other brands or models 
easier 

Personal equipment  
We are working on this group and it will be ready shortly)  

Here you enter all that is used by the driver and passengers, nothing strange

Main groups on Wroomberg: 

Motorcycles and Mopeds 
Original or aftermarket parts that fit to a certain model.

Personal Equipment - Clothes, helmets, protection and so on.
Tires, brake pads, tools, memorabilia and 

 

in all the 
here. 

that do not fit any 
 ramps, locks, 

 original parts. 
exact original 

This is important as 

or models such 

a specific brand 

be under 
brands or models 

nothing strange 

or aftermarket parts that fit to a certain model. 
Clothes, helmets, protection and so on. 

and miscellaneous. 


